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Abstract
We extend the notion of a  rstorder signature in such a way that the type con
structors used to de ne domain and codomain of the fundamental operations are
taken to be a constituent part of the signature Using the generative power of the
type constructors and the fundamental types and operations we obtain a general
construction of a category of typed terms which will be called syntactic category
Functors into the category of set from a syntactic category preserving the used type
constructors represent models and terms with the constant type Bool as codomain
represent properties
We demonstrate that in this way propositional logic and modal logic can be
generated by a uniform constructions which dier only in the used type constructors
of the corresponding syntactic categories This observation leads to the conjecture
that logics can be classi ed by the type constructors used on the syntactic level
  Introduction
In the formal foundations of systems speci cation a great diversity of for
malisms is in use Tools and approaches that stem from algebraic speci ca
tions of abstract data types are presented at length in AKKB Another
approach is based on hidden algebras GM which extends the algebraic
speci cation of abstract data types by the concept of observability  rst in
troduced in GGM	 In JR	 coalgebras are suggested as suitable for the
speci cation of state
based systems There is a long tradition to use transition
systems Mil and modal and temporal logics Gol for systems speci ca
tions In Hag	 dialgebras are introduced to unify algebraic and coalgebraic
structures in order to deal in a unform manner with data types and non

terminating processes
By this list of references which is far from being complete we only want
to illustrate the claim that a growing variety of structures and formalisms is
used to deal with systems To overcome this diversity we are looking for a
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general construction of a suitable logic for a given type of structures Thus
the aim of the paper is comparable with that of Mos	 where Moss suggests
the derivation of a modal logic from the type of coalgebras
The construction of a suitable logic for a class of structures is based on a
generalization of the notion of a signature or similarity type of algebraic struc
tures in such a way that the types necessary for the de nitions of the domains
and codomains of the fundamental operations are considered as constituent
part of the signature
In case of  rst
order logics there is no need to do so since always the
 nite product type and the constant type Bool of truth values is used Ther
for a signature does only say what the arity of a fundamental operation is
ie de ning the domain and if the fundamental operation is a function or a
predicate In the  rst case the codomain is one of the basic types and in the
second case it is the type Bool
In case of coalgebras the codomain of a fundamental cooperation is a
composed type which is not only a sum of basic types In case of dialgebras
both the domain and the codomain of a fundamental operation may be a
composed type Many dierent classes of structures may be classi ed by the
types used for the de nitions of the domains and codomains of the fundamental
operations
The class of image  nite transition systems my be class ed by a next
state
operation
next  In  St Out  P
fin
St 
where P
fin
St denotes the parameterized data type of  nite subsets of St
The  nite set of possible successor states depends on a set of input values
and the next
state operations produces an output value of basic type Out
and the set of possible successor states This fundamental operation needs
beside the atomic types In  St  Out the product type and the parameterized
data type P
fin
  and if one wants to deal with properties of states the data
type Bool has also to be taken into account Thus a corresponding extended
signature of image  nite transition systems is given as follows
type constructors  Bool  types 
unit  types
   types  types types 
P
fin
 types types
basic types  In  St  Out
basic operations  next  In  St Out  P
fin
St 
p  St Bool 



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This signature does not de ne the semantics of the type constructors It is
assumed that the semantics of the type constructors is de ned before they are
used in an extended signature
 Strong Categorical Type Constructors
We assume that the type constructors are de ned within the framework of
strong categorical datatypes as introduced by Cockett and Spencer see CS 
and CS 
In the following we will only illustrate this approach by the type construc
tors used in following sections
unit denotes the terminal object in a category and 
C
 C  unit denotes
the unique morphism induced by unit and the object C
A B denotes the cartesian product or the projective limit of the diagram
consisting of the two object A and B The projections will be denoted by
p
A B
A
 A  B  A and p
A B
B
 A B  B and the unique morphism induced
by pairing of f  C  A and g  C  A is denoted by hf  gi  C  A  B
Bool denotes a strong bool object in a category with  nite products
ie it is characterized by the existence of two morphisms
true  false  unit Bool
such that for each object A and any morphisms
f  g  A  unit C
there is exactly one morphism
fold
Bool
f  g  A  Bool  C
such that
id
A
  true fold
Bool
f  g  f
and
id
A
  false fold
Bool
f  g  g 
where h g denotes the composition of morphisms in diagrammatic order
Dually to the product we will also use the sum AB where in
A B
A
 A
A  B und in
A B
B
 B  A  B denote the injections and f  g  A  B  C
denotes the unique morphism induced by f  A C and g  B  C
The nite power set constructor P
fin
B is characterized by the exis
tence of the two constructors
empty  unit P
fin
B  add  B   P
fin
B  P
fin
B
such that
addx  addx  s  addx  s

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and
addx  addy  s  addy  addx  s
for x  y  unit  B and s  unit  P
fin
B In the equations representing
the idempocy and commutativity of the constructor add we used a more tra
ditional functional notation The corresponding universal property of P
fin
B
implies for any two morphisms
f  A  unit C  g  A B   C  C
which satisfy
gx  y  gx  y  z  gx  y  z
gx  y
 
  gx  y

  z  gx  y

  gx  y
 
  z
the existence of a unique morphism
fold
P
fin
f  g  A  P
fin
B C
such that
fold
P
fin
f  gx  empty  fx
fold
P
fin
f  gx  addy  s  gx  y  fold
P
fin
f  gx  s 
where x  unit A  y  unit B and s  unit P
fin
B
The  nite power set constructor is an example of a type constructor which
cannot be expressed in Charity see CF  since de ning equations for the
constructors are necessary Without the de ning equations the type construc
tor de nes  nite lists and not  nite subsets in the category of sets
An alternative way to de ne these type constructions within categories is
the representation by sketches or by means of equationally partial operations
see Rei 	 Thus small categories with  nite products with terminal object
with a strong bool
object and with  nitary power set objects form a sketch
able category By lack of room we are not able to present the details of such an
equational formalization of type constructors But one important consequence
which we will use in the following is the fact that there are categories with
systems of typ constructors which are freely generated by sets of objects and
morphisms Algebraic theories in the sense of Lavwere Law are categories
with unit and product freely generated by an ordinary signature of algebraic
structures
 Syntactic Categories
Having sketched our understanding of type constructors we can introduce the
basic notions

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Denition  An extended signature is a triple
EX SIG  TY PES B TY PES B OP 
consisting of a  nite set TY PES of type constructors a  nite set B TY PES
of type names names of basic types and a  nite set B OP of typed fun
damental operations such that domain type and codomain type of each fun
damental operation is a composed type built up of basis types in B TY PES
and type constructors in TY PES
Denition  The syntactic category C
EX SIG
is the category freely gener
ated by B TY PES  B OP in the class of small categories closed under the
type constructors of TY PES
An EX SIG
structure is a functor
M  C
EX SIG
 Set
which preserves the type constructors
In order to illustrate the introduced notions let EX SIG
 
be the extended
signatur with TY PES
 
 f   Bool  unitg B TY PES
 
  and B OP
 

fa
 
       a
n
g ie there are no basic types and each fundamental operation is
a constant of type Bool The objects of C
EX SIG
 
are the  nite products of
Bool What are the morphisms First one can easily construct the usual
operations on truth values like neg  Bool  Bool and  Bool Bool  Bool
or imp  Bool   Bool  Bool by the fold
Bool

construction Thus
neg  fold
Bool
false  true  Bool  Bool 
and  fold
Bool
p
Bool unit
Bool
  p
Bool unit
unit
 false  Bool  Bool  Bool
imp  fold
Bool
p
Bool unit
unit
 true  p
Bool unit
unit
 false  Bool   Bool  Bool
If one applies additionally the pairing construction of the product one can
construct for instance the morphism ha
 
  a

i imp  unit  unit which repre
sents the propositional expression a
 
 a

 Finally one can say that T
EX SIG
 
represents the propositional logic with the set B OP
 
 fa
 
       a
n
g of truth
variables and an EX SIG
 
structure M is a mapping which assignes to each
truth variable a
i
a truth value Ma
i
 MBool  ftrue  falseg
If the extended signature has basic types fs
 
       s
m
g then B OP may
contain in addition basic operations op  s
i
 
   s
i
k
 s and basic predicates
pr  s
i
 
   s
i
l
 Bool The resulting syntactic category consists of propo
sitional expressions whose atomic propositional expressions are of the form
prt
 
       t
l

The representation of  rst
order quanti eres would require a reacher struc
ture of the syntactic category to allow the formalization of quanti cation by
adjoint constructions as done by Lawvere Law	 We will not go into fur
ther details since the algebraization of  rst
order logic has long been done

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We will show in the following section that the same approach can be applied
to dialgebras provided the corresponding type constructors are taken into
account
 The syntactic category of image nite transition sys
tems  Modal Logics
As described in the Introduction image  nite transition systems may be seen
as models of extended signatures containing the  nitary power set constructor
Which additional morphisms are generated by the corresponding universal
property of the new type constructor
Let EX SIG
ML
be an extended signatur such that
TY PES
ML
 f   unit  Bool  P
fin
 g 
In  St  Out  B TY PES
ML
 next  In   St  Out   P
fin
St  B OP
ML
and p  St  Bool  B OP
ML
 There may be more basic operations
depending on the speci c application area We assume that there are enough
basic operations given such that there is at least one term t  unit  In in
the corresponding syntactic category
By means of the fold
P
fin

construction for any property p  St  Bool of
states one can construct in the syntactic category a morphism
all
p
 P
fin
St Bool
which interpreted in the category of sets associates to a  nite subset of states
the truth value true if and only if all elements of the given  nite subset have
the property p
For the construction of the morphism all
p
one can choose A  unit f 
true  unit Bool and g  p  id
Bool
 and  St Bool  Bool and obtains
all
p
 fold
P
fin
true  p  id
Bool
 and
To apply the fold
P
fin

construction in that way one has to check that the
instantiation of the parameter g satis es the required condition of idempocy
and commutativity But this is a direct consequence of the corresponding
properties of and  Bool   Bool  Bool
For each term t  unit  In one gets a morphism next
t
 St  P
fin
by
next
t
 h
St
 t  id
St
inext The composition
next
t
 all
p
 St Bool
represents an abstract Bool
valued observation on states such that again
interpreted in the category Set
snext
t
 all
p
 true

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for s  unit  St if all successor states of s ie all states s
 
in snext
t

unit  P
fin
St have the property p  St  Bool This means
next
t
 all
p
represents the multi
modal formula tp
Analoguosly to all
p
one can construct in the syntactic category a morphism
ex
p
 P
fin
St Bool
by
ex
p
 fold
P
fin
false  p  id
Bool
 or
and gets a morphism
next
t
 ex
p
which represents the multi
modal formula htip
Using derived properties of states instead of p one can for instance con
struct a morphism which represents the multi
modal formula t
 
ht

ip by
next
t
 
 all
next
t

ex
p

In a multi
modal logic only one of the both formulae tp  htip has to be
introduced since one of them can be expressed by the other one using negation
for instance by htip  tp
Do
next
t
 all
pneg
neg  St  Bool
and
next
t
 ex
p
 St  Bool
represent in the syntactic category dierent morphisms It is not hard to see
that the uniqueness condition of the universal property of fold
P
fin
implies the
equality
all
pneg
neg  ex
p
for each p  St Bool
This observation shows that in the syntactic category some tautological
equivalences can be proved It is a problem that has to be investigated if
all tautological equivalences of multi
modal logics are reected by equalities
in the syntactic category or if there are tautological equivalences that are
induced by properties of the category Set being the domain of interpretations
of multi
modal models
The preceding discussion proves that that the universal properties of the
used type constructors are powerful enough to generate all the usual formulae
of multi
modal logics
Are there morphisms in the syntactic category that do represent properties
of states not expressible in mutli modal logics The author guesses that the
answer is NO But a proof has still to be given
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Finally we dicuss a dierent type of processes which may be seen as
deterministic partial automata with a parameterless state transition func
tionThese kind of automata can be described as models of the extended
signature EX SIG
Aut
with TY PES
Aut
 f   unit  Bool g B OP
Aut

fStOutg and B OP  fnext  St  Out  St  unit    g
A state s  unit  St is a terminal state if
snext  
St
 in
BSt unit
unit
 
otherwise there exists an output value x  unit  Out and a successor state
s
 
 unit  St with
snext  hx  s
 
i in
OutSt unit
OutSt

Using the sum structure of the codomain we can de ne the state predicate
stop  next 
OutSt
 false  true  St Bool
which characterizes the one
step behavior ie for s  unit  St the equation
s stop  true
holds if and only if the is no successor state for s  unit  St
Is it possible to construct other state predicates Yes one can express for
each natural number whether the process stops not later than after n steps
This can be done as follows First we derive from the state transition function
next  St  Out  St  unit the morphism
next

 p
Out St
St
next  id
unit
  Out  St  unit  Out  St  unit
and obtain the required state predicate by
nextnext

    next

  z 
ntimes
 stop  St  Bool
The given extended signature does not allow to construct a predicate which
distinguishes output elements Therefore we can only check how many steps
a process can proceed and can not check what the result is ie which output
value has been produced The observability of output values can be achieved
by adding predicates to the extended signature with the basic type Out as
domain
 Discussion
In the preceding sections we presented the observation that type constructors
can be used to classify logics The classifying types of a logic can be derived
from the domains and codomains of the basic operations used Till now we
do not know who general this observation is Is it for instance possible to  nd

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classifying type constructors for the 
calculus or for CTL temporal logics
that allow to formulate safety and security properties not expressible in the
modal logic discussed above
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